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 Lightweight sound absorbers with

long service life were produced.
 Silica aerogel/PET blankets enjoy

higher SAC than their untreated
counterparts.
 SAC is strongly affected by the pore
structure and density of aerogel
particles.
 Hydrophobic aerogels/PET blanket for
sound absorption applications were
produced.
 Hydrophobic aerogel blankets show
higher SAC as compared with
hydrophilic blankets.
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a b s t r a c t
In this paper sound absorption characteristics of silica aerogel/polyester (PET) blankets are investigated.
PET fibers were made on an industrial scale compact melt spinning line and then processed on a laboratory scale needling line to produce nonwoven fabrics. The silica aerogel blankets were prepared by in situ
synthesis of silica aerogel on the nonwoven fabrics via a two-step sol-gel process of tetraethoxysilane
which was followed by drying at ambient pressure. In order to achieve aerogel particles with different
pore structure and properties, various synthesis conditions were used. The nonwoven samples were characterized in terms of thickness, fiber diameter, porosity and pore size by X-ray micro-computed tomography and scanning electron microscopy. Moreover, nitrogen adsorption analysis was carried out to
determine the specific surface area and pore structure of aerogel particles.
The effect of pore structure, physical properties and hydrophobicity of aerogel particles on sound
absorption coefficient (SAC) of blankets was investigated using two-microphone transfer function
method. Also, the effect of sol volume and nonwoven thickness was investigated. The results indicated
that at all frequency levels, silica aerogel/PET blankets enjoy higher SAC than their untreated counterparts. It was found that, SAC is strongly affected by the pore structure of aerogel particles. Silica aerogels
with lower bulk densities, larger pore size and higher porosities exhibited better sound absorption
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performance. The results also indicated that hydrophobic aerogel blankets exhibit higher SAC as compared with hydrophilic blankets. The results also showed that the thickness of nonwoven fabric strongly
affects the SAC of aerogel blankets.
Ó 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In recent decade, noise pollution has become the most widespread and least controlled environmental issue. Noise pollution
causes or contributes to not only psychological disorders, but also
cardiovascular disease, loss of hearing, high blood pressure and tinnitus hearing impairment. Thus technological control of acoustical
behavior of industrial products is a fact that has to be scientifically
faced by researchers [1]. This control can be achieved using either
sound insulating or sound absorbing materials. Conventional various sound absorbers such as foam-like materials or nonwoven fabrics as low-density porous materials can prevent reflection of the
incident sound waves and hence increase sound absorption. The
use of nonwovens, as widely accepted porous sound absorbing
materials, has been extensively researched [2–6].
Since more than a decade, acoustic engineers have been looking
for lightweight sound absorbing materials in buildings. The challenge primarily stemmed from inability of conventional bulky nonwoven fabrics and foams to absorb sound waves, specifically sound
waves of low frequency bands that impair speech comprehension
[7,8]. According to the Mass Law, for low-frequency sound waves,
by doubling the mass per unit area of a single layer of nonwoven
fabric, the mean sound transmission loss by the fabric increases
at an approximate constant rate of 6 dB due to the increase in inertia forces [9]. Thus the current lightweight materials such as nonwovens and acoustical foams cannot fully meet the technical
criteria that are required by acoustic engineers. These demands
may be thought of be fulfilled by scientifically designed multilayered structures, which are not always a practical engineering solution due to either thick panels or heavy structures [10,11].
In contrast to conventional acoustic materials, silica aerogels
are quasi-stable low-density assemblies of nano-particles. These
materials were initially used as highly effective thermal insulations
or as nano-porous hosts of functional guests. These promising
nanomaterials are commonly synthesized by the sol–gel process
followed by a supercritical drying technique. Silica aerogel as a
mesoporous material is composed of internally cross-linked structure of SiO2 chains with large number of pores which are filled with
air. Silica aerogels benefit from a high specific surface area as 300–
1000 m2/g, porosity as high as 98% air and 2% open pores, density
as low as 0.05–0.5 g/cm3, and thermal conductivity of 0.014 W/mK
which is remarkably lower than any other commercially available
insulating materials [12,13]. Such diverse characteristics that are
unique to aerogels have yielded the use of these materials in a
wide range of commercial and high-tech end-uses that comprise
buildings, automotive, acoustics, optics, electronics and clothing.

2. Background
While the optical and thermal characteristics of silica aerogels
for building insulation is extensively reported in the literature
[14–19], the attempts for precise determination of their acoustic
behavior are still scarce [20–23]. In aerogels, amplitude and velocity attenuation of an acoustic wave occurs due to progressive
transfer of wave energy from the gas to aerogel solid network. This
results in sound velocity of about 100 m/s which is 1/3 of the
velocity of sound in air. Low velocity of sound in silica aerogels

as well as acoustic impedance that is tunable with production conditions make them more suitable for acoustic applications [24].
The acoustic properties of silica aerogels are greatly influenced
by various parameters such as interstitial gas type and Young’s
modulus of the silica aerogel skeleton structure [25]; different
chemical reactions during gelation stage of aerogel formation
[26]; aerogel density and texture [27], and the change in the ratio
of characteristics impedance between the medium and the absorption material [28]. Riffat and Qiu [29] have stated that in addition
to these factors, the type of reinforcement can also strongly affect
the acoustic behavior of silica aerogels.
Sachithanadam and Joshi [20] investigated the effect of silica
aerogel granules of various sizes from 0.5 to 3.35 mm on acoustic
properties of protein-based silica aerogels and found that sound
absorption coefficient (SAC) is inversely proportional to granule
size. Buratti et al. [21] investigated the effect of granules size on
acoustic behavior of granular aerogels and found that the smallest
granules exhibit highest density and enjoy highest acoustic insulation. Bheekhun et al. [22] pointed to suitability of silica aerogels as
highly valued airborne ultrasonic transducers due to their low
modulus which is adjustable during synthesis stage. Cotana et al.
[23] performed in-field investigation of thermal energy, acoustic
and lighting performance of innovative glazing systems filled with
aerogel granules. It was found that high correlation exists among
these three properties. The results showed the aerogel capability
to increase the facade acoustic insulation index by 3 dB.
Despite advantageous properties, due to high manufacturing
cost and hazardous supercritical drying operation, the use of silica
aerogels as sound absorber materials has been hindered. Thus,
acoustic application of the silica aerogels has been rather limited
to space exploration [30]. More recently, the hazardous supercritical drying operation in silica aerogel synthesis has been replaced
by drying at the atmospheric pressure [31,32]. The inherent structural fragility of silica aerogels is an additional stumbling block
that has prevented their full commercialization. The fragility of silica aerogels can be overcome by incorporation of polymers and
fibers in the silica network. Recently reinforced flexible nonwoven
blankets embedded by aerogels particles in which the brittle silica
aerogel network is supported by the fibrous matrix have been
developed [33–35]. This pioneering and beneficial development
has opened the path to many other end-uses for silica aerogels.
Motahari et al. [33] investigated the sound absorption behavior
of silica aerogel blankets prepared by cotton nonwovens as the
fibrous matrix and studied the effect of aging time on SAC. The
results showed that SAC is influenced by the density and structural
properties of silica aerogel which can be affected by the processing
conditions. It was found that silica aerogel considerably increased
the sound absorption of cotton nonwovens up to 2500 Hz. However, at high frequency bands aerogel treated cotton nonwovens
irrespective of their aerogel densities suffer from lower SAC as
compared with untreated cotton nonwoven. Eskandari et al. [34]
investigated the acoustic behavior of silica aerogel/UPVC blankets
and stated that SAC of UPVC increases up to three times due to
addition of silica aerogel into the UPVC matrix. Yang et al. [35]
investigated acoustic behavior of polyethylene/polyester nonwoven fabrics embedded with silica aerogel. In contrast with previous
published works, decrease in SAC with increasing aerogel content
was reported.
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The above review is by no means exhaustive; however it highlights the promising effect of silica aerogel on acoustic behavior of
fibrous media. The reported results on the effect of embedding
aerogel on acoustic behavior of fibrous porous networks appeared
to be contradictory. Moreover, most of the investigations on the
acoustic characteristics of aerogels deal with monolithic aerogels
[36–38], whereas researches on acoustic properties of granular
aerogels are very scarce. Additionally, due to the destructive
hydrophilic nature of the aerogel the structural integrity of the
aerogel cannot be sustained over long period of time, which results
in short service life of the aerogel embedded blankets. Previous
works on the aerogels have failed to address the effect of synthesis
conditions and hydrophilicity of aerogels on SAC. Thus this work
aims to evaluate the sound absorption behavior of silica aerogel/
PET blankets with view to the effect of aerogel pore structure
and physical properties. Moreover, the effect of processing parameters such as sol volume used in the immersion step of aerogel
blanket synthesis and nonwoven fabric thickness is also investigated. Additionally in order to overcome both the limitation of
the previous works and prolong the service life of the aerogel
embedded blanket for noise control applications, hydrophobic
properties of blankets are also evaluated.
3. Experimental
3.1. Materials
TEOS (tetraethoxysilane), TMCS (tetramethylchlorosilane),
ethanol, hydrochloric acid and ammonia were supplied from
Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). N-hexane was purchased from Dr.
Mojallali Industrial Chemical Complex (Arak, Iran). TG641 polyester granules (textile grade) produced by Arak Petrochemical Company (Arak, Iran) were used to make the nonwoven test samples.

3.2. Needled nonwovens production
In this study polyester (PET) needle punched nonwoven fabrics which have gained expanding use in industrial acoustic
applications are used as the reinforcement substrates. Needle
punching technology accounts for 20–25% of global total nonwoven production. In this process due to the action of a series of
barbed needles, fibers of a carded web are consolidated. The consolidation of the fibrous web depends on numerous factors such
as frequency of the reciprocating needle board, type of needles,
needle penetration distance, linear speed of the fibrous web,
density of the needle in the needle board and characteristics of
the fibrous web [39].
In this study two needled nonwoven fabrics coded by A and B
were investigated. Sample A was provided by Bibaft Co., (Tehran,
Iran). In order to produce sample B, melt-spun PET fibers with fineness of 5 dtex and density of 1.38 g/cm3 were produced on a six
positions one-stage industrial scale compact melt spinning line in
Mahoot Co. (Isfahan, Iran). Fibers were then processed on a
50-centimeter-wide carding section of the laboratory scale needling
line, which is equipped with randomizing rollers. The randomized
webs were fed to the horizontal cross-lapper of the line to produce
multilayer fibrous structure which is called batt. This crossed laid
batt at the required weight and thickness was transferred to the
needling section of the line. The fibrous batt was consolidated by
the action of the needles and the needle felted fabric was eventually taken-up. The needling operation was adjusted such that the
imparted punch density to sample was 160/cm2 at needle penetration depth of 11 mm using Groz-Beckert felting needles
15  18  32  3 C333 G3007. Nonwoven samples were prepared
at temperature of 20 ± 2 °C and relative humidity of 65 ± 2%.
Fig. 1 shows the laboratory needle punching production line. Characteristics of the needled samples are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Laboratory needle punching production line.

Table 1
Characteristics of nonwoven samples.

*

Sample code

Fabric thickness
(mCT*)
ðmmÞ

Fabric thickness
(Experimental)
ðmmÞ

Mass per unit area
ðg=m2 Þ

Fabric porosity (mCT)
ð%Þ

Fabric porosity (Experimental)
ð%Þ

Fiber diameter (mCT)
ðlmÞ

A
B

2.67
6.35

2.58
6.29

206
834

94.24
90.39

93.98
91.04

17.60
29.45

mCT: Micro-computed tomography.
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Table 2
The aerogel blankets synthesis conditions.
Sample code

AC-24
BC-24
AI-24
BI-24
AM-14
AM-24
AM-34
BM-14
BM-24
BM-34
AH-24
BH-24

TEOS:H2O:EtOH:HCl:NH3
Molar ratio

Gelation Temp.
(°C)

Ageing
Solvent

Temp.
(°C)

50

EtOH

12 h at 45 °C and 12 h at 30 °C

45

:14  10

50
50

12 h at 45 °C in ageing solvent
and 12 h at 45 °C in EtOH
12 h at 45 °C and 12 h at 30 °C

–

1:6:3.9:24  104:28  103

77.5% EtOH + 15%
TEOS + 7.5% H2O
EtOH

45

1:2.8:3.9:12  104:7  103

50

EtOH

12 h at 45 °C and 12 h at 30 °C

45

1:3.5:3.9:24  104:14  103
1:3.5:3.9:24  10

4

3

3.3. Aerogel blankets preparation
An aerogel blanket is a composite of a granular silica aerogel
and nonwoven reinforcement that turns the brittle aerogel into a
durable, flexible/solid material, useful for building envelopes,
inside or outside. Fabrics samples of 12 cm  12 cm were firstly
washed to remove any spin-finish and possible impurities existing
in the nonwoven fabrics by soaking the fabrics in ethanol for 1 h at
30 °C. Afterwards, samples rinsed for 60 min and air dried at
100 °C. The silica aerogel blankets were prepared by in situ synthesis of silica aerogel on the PET nonwoven fabrics via a two-step
sol-gel process of TEOS which was followed by drying at ambient
pressure. Upon preparation of silica sol during hydrolysis stage,
nonwoven fabrics were soaked in the silica sol at 60 °C for
30 min. The specimens were then cooled to 30 °C and the gelation
step was achieved with water and ammonia in pH of 7–8 followed
by keeping at 50 °C for 1.5 h to strengthen the structure of the gel.
After gelation, the aerogel blankets were aged in ethanol for 24 h
and then the solvent exchange process was done in n-hexane for
24 h. The surface modification step for hydrophobic samples was
carried out by 5% TMCS in the n-hexane for 12 h at 45 °C and then
the samples were washed with n-hexane for 12 h. Finally, the drying process was performed in 12 h at room temperature, 5 h at
60 °C, 5 h at 80 °C, and 2 h at 120 °C. The surface modification step
was omitted from synthesis process for preparation of hydrophilic
blanket samples and the aging conditions were changed according
to Table 2. For more information about the aerogel blankets preparation readers are referred to previous works of authors [40,41].
In order to investigate the effect of pore structure of silica aerogel on the sound absorption performance, various aerogel blankets
were prepared at different synthesis conditions according to

Fig. 2. Schematic of mCT system.

Surface modification
Temp.
(°C)

Table 2. In this table each silica aerogel blanket sample is coded
with XY-Z. Where X can be A or B and denotes the type of
aerogel-free neat samples, Y represents the aerogel particle type
obtained in different synthesis conditions and Z shows the sol volume used in the immersion step of blankets.
3.4. Image acquisition via X-ray micro-computed tomography
The internal microstructure of nonwovens was obtained using
nondestructive X-ray micro-computed tomography (mCT) at the
University of Huddersfield (Huddersfield, UK). The imaging was
performed with the laboratory X-ray computed tomography device
CT Pro (Nikon Metrology, Tring, UK) equipped with a metal-oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) 1000  1000 pixel flat panel detector. The
apparatus consists of three main components: an X-ray source, a
series of digital detectors that measures X-ray intensity attenuation along multiple beam paths, and a rotating sample holder.
Fig. 2 shows the schematic of mCT system.
Principally, X-ray attenuation measurements taken around the
object from different directions produce cross-sectional images of
an object. X-rays transmitted through the material are absorbed
according to a linear attenuation coefficient that has some spatial
variation depending on the atomic number, local density and
thickness of the material. A series of detectors captures the transmitted X-ray radiation and provide the numerical data required for
reconstruction of an image [42,43].
From each nonwoven fabric, three samples of 5 mm  5 mm
were carefully cut using a diamond blade. Precautions were taken
to ensure that the initial micro-structure of the samples is not
changed. Afterwards, the samples were fixed on the rotating holder
between X-ray source and detectors and progressively rotated to
obtain radiographic projections within the entire range of 0–360°
at 0.5° intervals. In order to provide enough space to obtain a reasonable sample-area from which to calculate the porosity of the
sample as well as to provide a high resolution to render the fibers
a viewing area of 6 mm  6 mm was chosen [44]. The images were
acquired at 120 kV and 110 lA. All the scans were performed with
the same spatial resolution of 3 lm per voxel. Computational volume reconstruction was performed with the Phoenix software
datos|x by an ultra-high resolution noise-reducing filter backprojection algorithm with beam hardening and radiation fluctuation correction algorithms. Data rendered with Volume Graphics
VGStudio MAX 2.2 (Volume Graphics Inc., Germany) was postprocessed with MATLAB R2015a Image Processing Toolbox (The
Mathworks Natick MA). The full details of post-processing image
analysis including image de-noising and thresholding steps are
given in the recent work of authors [45].
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3.5. Measurement and characterizations
Prior to the tests, according to ASTM D1776M-16 ‘‘Standard
Practice for Conditioning and Testing Textiles” samples were conditioned at relative humidity of 65 ± 2% and temperature of
20 ± 2 °C for 24 h and subsequently were characterized in terms
of thickness, mass per unit area, porosity, fiber diameter, morphology, specific surface area, pore structure, hydrophobicity and
sound absorption behavior.
3.5.1. Thickness
Thickness of the samples was experimentally measured using
the original nonwovens according to ASTM D5729-97 ‘‘Standard
Test Method for Thickness of Nonwoven Fabrics” at constant pressure
level of 3.45 kPa at 10 different locations. Sample thickness was
also measured using the 3D images obtained from mCT. Considering
the possible compression of fabrics during experimental measurement and possible slight alternation of micro-structure during
sample preparation for mCT imaging, a good agreement was
observed between these two measurements. The results are presented in Table 1.
3.5.2. Mass per unit area
Mass per unit area of samples was determined according to
ASTM D3776-07 ‘‘Standard Test Method for Mass per Unit Area of
Fabrics”. 10 samples of 10 cm  10 cm were cut randomly from different locations of nonwoven samples and weighed by means of a
precision digital balance (Shimadzu Corporation, Japan). The
results are presented in Table 1.
3.5.3. Porosity
The porosity of samples was experimentally measured using
the following equation:

The porosity was also calculated from the 3D reconstructed
image by simple calculation of the ratio of black voxels representing voids to the total number of voxels in the image. A good agreement was observed between these two measurements. The results
are presented in Table 1.
3.5.4. Pore structure analysis
The surface morphology of the blankets and nonwoven fabrics
samples was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (Tescan Mira, Czech) and mCT. Nonwovens pore size distribution was
measured using image analysis of 3D mCT images. Full details of
image analysis techniques are presented in recent work of authors
[45] and research work of Mangan and Whitaker [46]. Briefly, in
this method the identification is based on an Euclidean distance
map, in which each pore voxel’s distance to the nearest fiber phase
is calculated. A watershed transformation is applied to this distance map to separate the pore space into pore objects. In order
to identify distinct pores, seed regions of the watershed are introduced at the center of the pore objects and allowed to expand until
they encounter another growing pore region.
For a given pore object, the equivalent diameter is equal to the
diameter of the spherical pore of same volume. Therefore, the
equivalent diameter is calculated using Eq. (2):

Equivalent diameter ¼

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3 6  v olume of pore object

p

ð2Þ

Note that the mCT device used for this study has a resolution of
1–3 mm, which prevented the characterization of the aerogels. The
nitrogen adsorption analysis (TriStar II plus, USA) and BET and BJH
techniques were carried out on the silica aerogel particles to determine the specific surface area and pore structure of aerogels.

ð1Þ

3.5.5. Hydrophobicity analysis
The hydrophobicity of aerogel blankets was evaluated from
water contact angle of aerogel blankets measured by the sessile
drop method.

where e is fabric porosity, and qfabric and qfiber respectively denote
fabric and fiber density.

3.5.6. Sound absorption measurement
The sound absorption coefficient (SAC) is defined as the ratio of
the absorbed sound energy to the incident acoustic energy over

e¼1

qfabric
qfiber

Fig. 3. Schematic of acoustic absorption apparatus.
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specific frequency bands. This coefficient can be measured by various methods such as the reverberant field methods, steady-state
methods and impedance tube methods, among which impedance
tube is widely used to measure the SAC of acoustically soft materials. SACs of the test samples over the entire frequency range of
50–6100 Hz were measured using a BSWA double-microphones
standing wave impedance tube (model SW420-470) which is
schematically shown in Fig. 3. The tests were carried out under
pressure and temperature conditions of 101 kPa and 20 °C according to ASTM E1050 (Standard Test Method for Impedance and
Absorption of Acoustical Materials Using a Tube, Two Microphones
and a Digital Frequency Analysis System).
Circular samples with diameters of 100 and 29 mm were used
for SAC measurements at low frequency band of 50–1600 Hz and
high frequency band of 1600–6100 Hz, respectively. The measuring system consists of a loudspeaker, a digital frequency analyzer
unit (model MC 3242), two impedance tubes with diameters of
100 and 29 mm, a power amplifier (model PA50), two BSWA 1/400
microphones (model MPA416) plus other necessary ancillaries.
The loudspeaker which generates broadband plane sound waves
of well-defined frequencies is mounted at the left end of the impedance tube and the test sample is fastened to the rigid right end of
the tube as shown in Fig. 3.

81

A standing-wave interference pattern is generated due to the
superposition of incident and reflected sound waves inside the
tube. The SAC of the material can be determined by simultaneous
measurement of sound pressure using two microphones positioned at two fixed locations. Finally a two-channel digital frequency analyzer measures the response of the two microphones
and calculates SAC as a function of sound frequency. In order to
minimize the experimental error, in this work average of three
tests are reported. In order to present a single number index of
the sound-absorbing efficiency of aerogel blankets, the SAC at frequencies of 250, 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz were averaged to obtain
the noise reduction coefficient (NRC).

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Morphology of the samples
Visualization of the reconstructed geometry for neat
(untreated) nonwoven fabrics A and B are shown in Fig. 4. As is
observed both samples enjoy high complex structure which is a
prerequisite for sound absorbing applications. Fig. 5 shows separated pores which are displayed using a cyclic colormap so that

Fig. 4. 3D reconstruction of neat nonwoven samples A and B.

Fig. 5. Separated pores of samples A and B.
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Fig. 6. Pore size distribution of samples A and B.

separated pores in close proximity are more likely to be shown in
different colors. In this figure, black voxels represent fiber phase.
Fig. 6 shows pore size distribution of nonwoven samples A and B
calculated using Eq. (2).
As is observed, for both the samples, pore size distribution
shows a Gaussian distribution. Mean pore size for samples A and
B are 71.5 and 111.2 mm, respectively. Larger pore size of sample
B is attributed to the lower fineness of fibers. For a given weight
per unit area, the numbers of fibers present in the sample decrease
as coarser fibers are used. In other words, coarser fibers lead to
presence of fewer fibers per unit weight of the material and hence
formation of larger pores.
The SEM micrographs of the neat nonwoven fabrics and aerogel
blanket samples are presented in Fig. 7. The images clearly demonstrate the efficient fiber coating with aerogel particles. Moreover,
as is observed the pores of the nonwoven fabric is mostly filled
with the silica aerogels. As previously mentioned, the mCT device
used for this study has a resolution of 1–3 mm. Therefore, this technique cannot be used for characterization of aerogels in the internal structure of blankets.
In order to investigate the effect of aerogel sol volume used in the
immersion step of blankets, silica aerogel blankets were prepared by
in situ synthesis of silica aerogel on samples A and B at three sol volumes of 14, 24 and 34 ml. For both the A and B samples, increase in
sol volume used in the immersion step grows the content of aerogel
particles. The results indicate that increasing sol volume from 14 to
24 ml improves the surface fiber coating. However, as shown in
Fig. 7 further increase in sol volume may result in formation of big
aerogel clusters in micro pores of nonwoven fabrics.
In order to investigate the effect of aerogel structure, samples
AM-24, AC-24, AH-24, AI-24, BM-24, BC-24, BH-24 and BI-24 were
synthesized in different conditions. It was found that the morphology of aerogel blankets is considerably affected with varying synthesis conditions. The results show the uniform distribution of
silica aerogel particles and excellent fiber coating in silica aerogels
M. This can be attributed to the appropriate content of water and
catalyst in synthesis process which in turn results in complete
sol-gel reactions of TEOS. Insufficient content of water and catalyst
in synthesis process of aerogels C, H and I leads to agglomeration of
aerogel particles and non-uniform fiber coating, which in turn
results in formation of large pores in the blankets structure.

4.2. Structural and physical properties of the silica aerogel particles
Fig. 8 shows the nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms of the
aerogel particles synthesized in different conditions. According to
the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) classification adsorption isotherms, type IV isotherm with different hysteresis loop can be observed for aerogel samples. Type IV isotherm
confirms the presence of mesopores in the structure of silica aerogel
particles [47]. The initial increase of the gas absorption is attributed
to the presence of micropores inside the networks. However, according to IUPAC classification, the hysteresis loop type H3 for samples M
and C indicate the existence of slit-shaped pores in their structure.
Also, type H4 for sample H and type H2 for sample I reveal the presence of narrow slit pores and bottleneck constrictions in the structure, respectively. The physical and structural properties of silica
aerogel particles are summarized in the Table 3 and pore size distribution of aerogels is shown in Fig. 9.
The specific surface area in the range of 782–977 m2/g, mean
pore diameter in the range of 6–22 nm and porosities higher than
80% are successfully achieved for all the silica aerogel particles synthesized in different conditions. The results clearly demonstrate
the profound effect of synthesis conditions on the structural and
physical properties of the silica aerogel particles. The effect of
water and catalyst content on the structure of silica aerogel is displayed by the results of aerogel C, I, M and H. In the presence of
large amount of water and catalyst in synthesis of aerogel M, the
sol-gel process of TEOS is significantly accelerated and the time
of gel formation is shortened. Therefore, a nanoporous structure
with high pore volume of 2.70 cm3/g and mean pore diameter of
22 nm with a wide pore size distribution is formed. In synthesis
of aerogels C, I and H, insufficient water and catalyst leads to the
incomplete hydrolysis and condensation reactions of TEOS. This
consequently results in more gel shrinkage during the drying process and hence, non-uniform and dense structures with smaller
pore sizes are obtained as compared with aerogel M.
Since strengthening of silica aerogel network occurs in the
aging step of synthesis process, the aging condition has an intensive effect on the pore structure of silica aerogel. Also, the surface
modification step as the main step of the silica aerogel synthesis
via ambient pressure drying strongly affects the structure and
properties of the silica aerogel. The solution of 77.5% EtOH + 15%
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A

B

AH-24

AM-24
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Fig. 7. SEM images of the neat nonwoven fabrics and aerogel blankets.

TEOS + 7.5% H2O was used for ageing of aerogel I and its relevant
blanket, while other samples were aged in ethanol. Additionally,
the surface modification step was omitted from the synthesis process of sample I and its blankets. Generally, in the absence of surface modification, xerogel structure with micro pores and low
porosity is expected to be formed. In this study mesoporous structure with porosity of 82%, pore size of 6 nm and pore volume of

1.64 cm3/g is achieved for aerogel sample I. This can be attributed
to the strengthening of silica gel network in the presence of TEOS
in the aging solution which leads to less shrinkage in the drying
step. On the other hand, using the surface modification step in
the synthesis process has been caused the hydrophobic properties
of aerogel samples C, M and H comparing to the hydrophilic
aerogel I.
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Fig. 8. Nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherm of silica aerogel particles.

Table 3
Physical properties of the silica aerogels under different synthesis conditions.
Sample

Surface area
(m2/g)

pore volume
(cm3/g)

Mean pore diameter
(nm)

Mean particle diameter
(nm)

Bulk density
(g/cm3)

Porosity
(%)

C
I
M
H

824
977
782
811

2.98
1.64
2.70
1.82

11
6
22
8

7
6
8
7

0.24 ± 0.021
0.39 ± 0.006
0.21 ± 0.008
0.33 ± 0.021

89
82
90
85

4.3. Hydrophobicity
The hydrophobic properties of samples evaluated using the
water contact angle test. The images of water droplets on the
blanket samples C, I and M are shown in Fig. 10. As can be
observed, the aerogel blankets prepared by aerogels C and M
clearly exhibit the high hydrophobicity with the contact angle
of 145°, while sample I is completely hydrophilic and the added

droplet is quickly absorbed by the sample. This can be attributed
to the surface modification of silica wet gel with TMCS for aerogel blankets containing aerogel particles C, M and H. Successful
surface modification of silica gel gives a rise the substitution of
surface SiAOH groups with hydrophobic SiAOACH3. Since surface modification by TMCS was not carried out for aerogel blanket containing aerogel particle I, this sample exhibits hydrophilic
properties.
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suffer from low SAC and SAC increases with increasing sound wave
frequency. Generally, two different methods are used to reduce
unwanted noise, namely passive and active noise control. Nonwoven fabric is a typical passive medium. Sound absorbability of passive media depends on the sound wave frequency. At high
frequency levels, an adiabatic process occurs when the sound
waves passes through the irregular structure of media. This causes
reduction of sound energy by converting into heat. However, at
low frequency levels the process is isothermal. Therefore, passive
noise control is incapable of attenuating the low frequency noise
unless very thick materials are used. Both samples A and B suffer
from low absorption at low frequencies which is due to the small
thickness of samples. As can be observed, sample B enjoys higher
SAC as compared with sample A, which is mainly attributed to
the higher thickness of sample B.
In this figure, SAC of both samples were also modeled using
modified empirical model of Delaney and Bazley [48] which was
suggested by Miki [49]. According to this model, for a layer of
 
homogeneous porous media the characteristic impedance Z f ,
 
complex wave propagation constant cf , and surface acoustic
 
impedance of the porous medium Cf can be expressed as Eqs.
(3)–(5):
Fig. 9. Pore size distribution of silica aerogel particles at different synthesis
conditions.

"

q f
Z f ¼ qa ca 1 þ 0:070 a
r

4.4. Sound absorption characteristics
Variation of SAC with frequency for samples A and B are presented in Fig. 11. As is observed at low frequencies both samples



cf ¼

0:632



q f
 i 0:107 a
r

0:632 #

"
#




2p f
q f 0:618
q f 0:618
1 þ 0:160 a
 i 0:109 a
ca
r
r

AC-24

BC-24

AI-24

BI-24

Fig. 10. Water droplets on the surface of the aerogel blankets.

ð3Þ

ð4Þ
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Fig. 11. Variation of SAC with frequency for neat nonwoven fabrics A and B.

Cf ¼ i Z f tan

p
2

þ cf t f



ð5Þ

where qa denotes air density (kg/m3), ca is the velocity of sound in
the air (m/s), f is sound wave frequency ðHzÞ, r represents flow
resistivity (kg/m3 s), and t f is the thickness of porous media (m).
The sound absorption coefficient ðSACÞ is calculated using Eq.
(6):

SAC ¼ 

4Rf =qa ca
2 
2
1 þ Rf =qa ca þ X f =qa ca

ð6Þ

where Rf and X f are the real and imaginary components of surface
 
acoustic impedance Cf .
As can be observed sound absorption behavior of both samples
can be modeled reasonably well using Miki model.
Variation of SAC with frequency for neat nonwovens A and B
and aerogel blankets synthesized with different sol volume is
shown in Fig. 12. As can be observed at all frequency levels aerogel
blankets exhibit higher SAC than the neat nonwoven sample A.
This is attributed to the low bulk density of silica aerogel. The
low bulk density results in slow propagation of sound wave
through the material and thus higher SAC. Moreover, coating of
the fibers with silica aerogel effectively increases fiber diameter
which in turn leads to reduction in pore size. Moreover, aerogel
particles act as filling material among the fibers. This results in
increasing tortuosity for the gas flow through the pore structure
of aerogels. Thus, SAC enhances due to the induced viscous stresses
as the result of friction between the air molecules and silica aerogels. On the other hand when the sound waves impinge the silica
aerogel blankets, they get reflected within the blanket structure.
The reflected sound energy is dissipated due to multiple internal
reflections at the solid surfaces of structure that results in conversion of fluid kinetic energy into heat energy.
As is observed in Fig. 12, increase in sol volume leads to increase
in SAC. With increasing the sol volume fiber diameter increases
and pores in aerogel blankets become smaller and therefore due
to the mentioned reasons SAC increases.
The importance of sample thickness in sound absorption lies in
the fact that if a sound wave of wavelength l is to be damped, then

Fig. 12. Variation of SAC with frequency for neat nonwovens A and B and aerogel
blankets synthesized with different sol volume.

the thickness of the sound absorbing material must be at least l/2.
In other words, thicker materials are needed for low frequency
sound adsorption since the wavelength increases by decreasing
sound frequency [33]. As is observed, at low frequencies aerogel
blankets A with lower thickness have better sound absorption ability than the neat nonwoven sample B. Thus coating of the nonwovens makes them particularly adapted to low-frequency sound
control where space is a concern.
Variation of SAC with frequency for neat nonwoven B and its
aerogel blankets synthesized with different sol volume is shown
in Fig. 13. The results indicate that with increasing sol volume from

Fig. 13. Variation of SAC with frequency for neat nonwoven B and its aerogel
blankets synthesized with different sol volume.
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Fig. 14. Effect of aerogel structure on SAC of neat nonwoven A and aerogel
blankets A.

Fig. 15. Effect of aerogel structure on SAC of neat nonwoven B and aerogel
blankets B.

14 to 24 ml, SAC enhances. However, further increase in sol volume
from 24 to 34 ml not only necessarily improves SAC at low and mid
frequencies, but also adversely affects SAC at high frequencies. This
may be attributed to the larger diameter of fibers in sample B as
compared with fibers diameter in sample A. Therefore, increasing
sol volume to 34 ml results in formation of very small pores, as a
result of which acoustic wave cannot efficiently penetrate into
the blanket and reflects from the surface of the sample, hence
decreasing SAC.
Effect of aerogel structure on SAC of aerogel blankets A and B is
illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15. As is observed aerogel M exhibits the
highest SAC, followed by aerogels C, H and I. This is attributed to
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Fig. 16. NRC for neat nonwoven fabric A and aerogel blankets A.

Fig. 17. NRC for neat nonwoven fabric B and aerogel blankets B.

the bulk density of aerogels. Aerogel M enjoys lowest bulk density,
followed by aerogels C, H and I. Low bulk density causes sound
travels very slowly through the materials which results in a higher
SAC. Also higher porosity and larger pore size allow the sound
wave to penetrate the structure much easier and therefore sound
reflection from the surface of blankets decreases. The penetrated
sound wave impinges the irregular internal structure of aerogel
blanket. The sound pressure causes the air entrapped within the
voids of the aerogel to vibrate. Sound energy is dissipated by the
frictional resistance among the aerogels, fibers and the vibrating
air and hence SAC increases.
Referring to Figs. 14 and 15, hydrophobic aerogel samples C, M
and H enjoy higher SAC as compared with hydrophilic aerogels I.
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Hydrophobic aerogels are protected against humidity and their
structural integrity is sustained over long period of time, which
in turn results in providing a long service life for sound absorption
end-uses such as buildings.
In order to present a single number index of the soundabsorbing efficiency of nonwoven fabrics, SAC was measured at
frequencies of 250, 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz and the results were
averaged to obtain the noise reduction coefficient (NRC). Basically,
NRC is a measurement of how well a media absorbs sound wave,
mostly in the range of human speech frequencies. The results are
presented in Figs. 16 and 17. As is observed, samples AM-34 and
BM-34 enjoy the highest NRC.
5. Conclusion
This study investigated the sound absorption behavior of silica
aerogel/PET blankets. An industrial scale melt spinning line was
used to produce PET fibers. Afterwards, nonwoven fabrics were
produces using a laboratory scale needling line. Realistic 3D images
of nonwoven fabrics were obtained using mCT technique and fabrics were characterized in terms of thickness, porosity, pore size
and fiber diameter.
The silica aerogel blankets were prepared by in situ synthesis of
silica aerogel on the nonwoven fabrics via a two-step sol-gel process
of TEOS which was followed by drying at ambient pressure. Specific
surface area and pore structure of aerogels were determined using
nitrogen adsorption analysis. It was established that synthesis conditions has a strong effect on the morphology of aerogels. Uniform
distribution of silica aerogel particles and fiber coating was observed
for the blanket sample synthesized with higher water and catalyst
content. Improvement in the surface fiber coating was observed
with increasing the sol volume from 14 to 24 ml.
SACs of the aerogel blankets over the entire frequency range of
50–6100 Hz were measured using a double-microphones standing
wave impedance tube. Effect of sol volume and synthesis condition
on the acoustical properties of aerogel blankets was investigated.
The results indicated that at all frequency levels aerogel blankets
exhibit higher SAC than the neat nonwoven samples. This was
attributed to the low bulk density of silica aerogel, reduction in pore
size and increase in tortuosity of blankets. The results indicated that
aerogel particles M with the lowest bulk density enjoy the highest
SAC. It was found that for aerogel blankets A, at all frequency levels
increase in sol volume leads to increase in SAC. However, for aerogel
blankets B, increase in sol volume increases SAC up to 24 ml, beyond
which SAC reduces at high frequencies. It was also found that aerogel
coating of the nonwoven fabrics makes them particularly adapted to
low-frequency sound control where space is a concern. Considering
the results, for the investigated samples, aerogel M with sol volume
of 24 ml is recommended for synthesis on nonwoven samples. This
is due to the fact that this aerogel not only leads to higher SAC, but
also due to its hydrophobic characteristics provides a long service
life for sound absorption end-uses.
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